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Abstract

In this paper� we compare the capabilities of vari�
ous forms of radial basis function networks as nonlin�
ear short�term predictors for speech signals represent�
ing sustained utterances of German vowels� We use
RBF and RBF�AR� network architectures� trained us�
ing a standard algorithm or alternatively the extended
Kalman �lter �EKF� algorithm� and linear least squares
predictors� We also look at cascaded forms of lin�
ear�nonlinear predictors� We evaluate both prediction
gain and spectral �atness measure of the residual� The
results indicate� The RBF�AR structure is the most
powerful� EKF training yields better results than stan�
dard training for RBF networks� and a non�cascaded
RBF�AR predictor produces results superior to cascaded
predictors�

� Introduction

This paper presents a large�scale study of the capabil�
ities of various forms of radial basis function �RBF�
neural networks as nonlinear short�term predictors for
signals obtained from sustained utterances of German
vowels� Nonlinear prediction of speech is interesting for
several reasons� amongst them�

� �Voiced� speech� as is the case with any stable os�
cillation� can only be produced by nonlinear sys�
tems ��� 
�� Hence� nonlinear prediction comes as a
natural means for modeling the resultant time se�
quences�

� Improved prediction of time sequences of speech
carries the potential for a further reduction of the
bit rate required in voice transmission systems�

In this work� we compare the following di�erent forms
and training algorithms for RBF networks�

� Standard RBF� standard training algorithm ����

� Standard RBF� extended Kalman �lter �EKF�
training algorithm ����

� RBF�AR as in ����� standard training algorithm�

� as a baseline reference� linear least squares predic�
tion�

The signals are taken from a database containing ���
sustained utterances of German vowels� spoken by 	

speakers� � of these are female ���� The signals are

��AR� stands for auto�regressive in �����

sampled at a rate of 	 kHz with �� bit linear resolution�
and have an average duration of ��� s� We have chosen
this database for two reasons�

� It consists of well�de�ned stationary speech signal
segments such that the inherent non�stationarity of
continuous speech does not obscure the comparison
of the nonlinear prediction methods�

� We expect that stationary voiced speech segments
exhibit the largest margin of nonlinear prediction
over linear prediction� which several previous stud�
ies have observed as well ���� ����

We use all samples which are long enough for extraction
of training and test sequences �longer than ��� ms�� such
that about ��� utterances remain for processing� These
are decimated by a factor of six to yield signals at an
	 kHz sampling rate�

The study evaluates the capabilities of the aforemen�
tioned RBF network architectures with respect to

� number of nodes in the networks� hidden layer� Ten
or alternatively �fty� in order to determine the de�
pendence on number of free parameters�

� di�erent test sequences� The test sequence is either
identical to the training sequence� or taken from a
di�erent segment of the same utterance �with a gap
of ��� samples�� Using a di�erent test sequence en�
ables us to evaluate the generalization performance
of the predictor� This is important for coding ap�
plications where the predictor does not operate on
the original sequence� e�g�� backwards adaptive cod�
ing� In forward coding� we are more interested in
having equal training and test sequences� and in
this case the nonlinear predictor achieves an even
higher prediction gain� In any case� both test and
training sequences consist of ���� samples ����� s��

� di�erent embedding dimension d and reconstruction
delay �lag� � � i�e�� di�erent taps used for the con�
struction of the delay vector which serves as input
to the nonlinear predictor�

� direct or cascade form of the nonlinear predictor�
where in the cascade form a linear predictor is fol�
lowed by a nonlinear one�
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Figure �� Prediction gain for RBF network trained us�
ing standard training algorithm� without and with cas�
caded linear predictor� d � ��� � � �� �� centers� test
seq� �� training seq� Dots are used to indicated actual
linear�nonlinear prediction gain pairs� straight lines are
�tted using linear regression�

� Nonlinear Prediction by RBF Networks

We use two di�erent types of RBF networks in our sim�
ulations� the standard one is described by ���
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and implements a local constant mapping of the input
vector i to the scalar output o� The RBF�AR network
is described by ����
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and implements a local a�ne mapping by de�ning i� � �
�i� � � � ik are the components of the input vector��

We train both structures using the standard two�
step algorithm� We �rst �nd the hidden nodes� centers
tk using the generalized Lloyd clustering algorithm ���
pp� ��� ���� from this� we get an average distortion for
each center� which we scale by an empirically found con�
stant factor to yield the hidden nodes� covariances �k�
�nally� we solve for the output weights wk or wk�d in a
least squares sense�

In addition� for the RBF network� we also use the
extended Kalman �lter �EKF� to simultaneously train
the hidden nodes� centers and variances� plus output
weights ����

We use a rather large predictor memory which covers
� samples of the signal� both for linear and nonlinear
predictors� We do this to ensure that especially the lin�
ear predictor used in the cascaded form is able to exploit
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Figure �� Prediction gain for RBF network trained us�
ing EKF training algorithm� without and with cascaded
linear predictor� Other parameters as in �g� ��

linear relationships over a longer time window� or alter�
natively� to model more than the usually assumed ���
poles of an AR model� Note that there is a di�erence
between predictor memory and predictor order� Only if
successive samples are used to construct the input vec�
tor� both are the same� Using samples spaced apart by
some longer delay� we may still have the same memory�
but a lower predictor order�

For all simulations� we evaluate both the prediction
gain and residual spectral �atness measure �SFM� ����
Regarding the latter� we know that already linear pre�
diction �using in�nite memory� produces a white resid�
ual� indicated by a SFM of one �� dB�� For a short�time
memory� this is only approximated� with lower values
for the SFM� Nonlinear least�squares prediction using
in�nite memory produces a martingale di�erence �MD�
residual� which may be seen as an intermediate step be�
tween a white process and a sequence of independent
variables �strictly white process� �	�� Clearly� the SFM
does not di�erentiate between white and MD residuals�
however� we expect that higher values for the SFM of the
residual obtained by nonlinear prediction� using only a
short�time memory� provides another measure for better
performance of nonlinear over linear prediction�

� Simulation Results

Figs� � to � show the prediction gains obtained using the
three training methods described in the previous sec�
tion� each without and with a cascaded linear predictor�
Combined results for the SFMs obtained using these six
methods are displayed in �g� � Linear regression is used
to display average dependencies� The individual results
are indicated by dots and exhibit large variations around
the mean values� From this� we immediately see that
there is no simple relationship between linear and non�
linear prediction gains� �The same holds true between
the original signal�s and the residual�s SFM� although
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Figure �� Prediction gain for RBF�AR network trained
using standard training algorithm� without and with cas�
caded linear predictor� Other parameters as in �g� ��

individual values are not shown in �g� ��

A linear predictor of order �� operating on consecu�
tive samples� provides a baseline reference for �optimum 
short�term prediction� In the non�cascaded forms� only
the RBF�AR model outperforms linear prediction with
respect to prediction gain and SFM� We explain this
by the fact that there is a large linear component in
the mapping which cannot be modeled adequately by
standard sum�of�Gaussians approaches with only a few
centers� but which is well captured by the a!ne map�
ping output layer of the RBF�AR network� Hence� we
only expect the standard RBF network to provide any
improvement if it operates as the second stage of a cas�
caded predictor�

On the other hand� for the RBF�AR network� the cas�
caded form performs worse than the direct form �cf�
�g� ��� Here� the linear predictor produces a residual
whose attractor is essentially concentrated around the
origin� whereas the original attractor is �unfolded in
state space� this is not true for the residual� In �����
this results in an apparent increase in the dimensional�
ity of the residual� The net result is that we cannot fully
exploit the local a!ne �tting characteristic of the RBF�
AR network any more� Interestingly� from �g�  we see
that the cascaded RBF�AR predictor has a higher SFM
than the non�cascaded form� We currently do not have
an explanation for this fact�

We also see that EKF�trained RBF networks have
higher prediction gain and SFM than those trained by
the standard method� Regarding SFM� the cascaded
EKF�trained RBF predictor achieves the same spectral
�attening as the non�cascaded RBF�AR network� de�
spite its much smaller number of parameters� it covers
about half of the SFM di�erence between a linear pre�
dictor and a cascaded RBF�AR predictor�

In general� for di�erent test and training sequences
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Figure �� Spectral 	atness measure for six di
erent
methods� d � ��� � � �� �� centers� test seq� �� training
seq�

�even though they are taken from the same utterance��
we have an additional prediction gain over linear pre�
diction of about ��� dB� This compares quite well with
results reported in ���� ��� �� where average improve�
ments due to nonlinear prediction are reported to be
around � dB� The results in ���� ��� are obtained using
a nonlinear predictor not speci�cally adapted to a single
vowel� hence the lower gain improvement�

For the case where training and test sequences are
identical� we achieve an improvement in prediction gain
of between ����� dB over linear prediction when using
the RBF�AR network �cf� �g� ��� This may indicate
that the network is already overtrained� in fact� it has
��� � ��� ��� � �� � �	
 output weights� not counting
the hidden nodes� centers and covariances� compared to
only ���� training samples� However� when increasing
the number of training and test samples to ���� we �nd
that on average� the prediction gain is reduced evenly
by only ��� dB compared to the values given in �g� �
for the RBF�AR network� Hence� the major cause of
degradation for di�ering training and test sequences lies
in the instationary nature of the signals� This indicates
that nonlinear prediction may be especially suitable for
forward adaptive coding purposes� where large gains are
possible since both coder and decoder operate on the
same data�

For an embedding dimension of only eight with a lag
of � � �� i�e�� the same total length of memory but larger
lag� the nonlinear predictors incur a smaller loss in pre�
diction gain than the linear predictor �cf� �g� ��� In
this case� the nonlinear component apparently becomes
more pronounced� thereby impairing the e�ectiveness of
linear prediction� This is explained by the low dimen�
sionality of the signal� By Takens� embedding theorem�
we only need a reconstruction dimension which is larger
than twice the topological dimension of the attractor�
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Figure �� Prediction gains for six di
erent methods�
test seq� � training seq� d � ��� � � �� �� centers�

hence� eight taps su!ce for an attractor dimension of
less than four�

Using �fty instead of ten centers improves prediction
gains by an additional ����� dB� However� for a high
number of centers coupled with a large embedding di�
mension d � ��� the RBF�AR network cannot be used�
both since its number of parameters exceeds the num�
ber of training samples� and since their computation be�
comes infeasible�

� Conclusions

The main result is� With adequate modeling� rather
high additional prediction gains compared to those
achieved by linear prediction can be obtained by RBF
networks� For sustained utterances of vowels� the di�er�
ence is between ����� dB if test and training sequences
are identical� ��� dB otherwise� Best results are ob�
tained using the RBF�AR network structure� which how�
ever entails a much larger set of parameters and there�
fore higher complexity than standard RBF structures�
For the latter� EKF training yields better results than
standard training procedures� Also� with the RBF�AR
structure� cascading linear and nonlinear predictors pro�
duces worse results than using the nonlinear predictor
alone� On the other hand� for the standard RBF struc�
ture� using a cascaded form is advantageous� and the
EKF�trained nonlinear RBF predictor attains about half
of the additional prediction gain o�ered by the much
more complex RBF�AR structure�

We are currently investigating the performance of
nonlinear long�term predictors� There� the advantages
over linear prediction become even more apparent� in
that it is possible to exceed the prediction gain of long�
memory linear long�term predictors by short�memory
nonlinear long�term predictors�
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Figure �� Prediction gain for standard RBF� EKF
RBF� and RBF�AR network structures�training meth�
ods� changed embedding� d � � � � �� �� centers� test
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